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Structure of Survey
The Middle Housing Survey was open on Engage Eugene from February 5th to March 8th 2021 and
received 730 responses. A Spanish Engage Eugene page and survey were published from February 19th
to March 19th and received 11 responses. In total, we received 741 survey responses. Although the
survey is not statistically valid, it provides a snapshot of community perspectives.
The questions in the survey were based on levels of implementing House Bill 2001. The state adopted
minimum standards in the Oregon Administrative Rules (OAR) that serve as a baseline for complying
with the bill. The questions asked community members whether we should do the minimum required to
comply with the OARs, referred to as the “Allow” option, or go beyond the minimum required, referred
to as the “Encourage” and “Incentivize” options. There were 3 main areas of focus: parking
requirements, lot size, and design standards. Community members were also asked to prioritize Guiding
Values and Principles and share additional input.

All levels of implementation questions were required, however all short answer questions were
optional. The survey also asked optional demographic questions. This helped staff understand who the
survey was and was not reaching.
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Who Took the survey
The Middle Housing Survey reached community members in all wards, homeowners, people that rent
their homes, and people of all ages. Ward 1 has the most representation with 24%, Ward 2 has 12%,
Ward 3 has 14%, Ward 4 has 6%, Ward 5 has 6%, Ward 6 has 8%, Ward 7 has 20%, Ward 8 has 7%, and
outside of city limits has 7%.

Residency Status
Overall, 90% of survey respondents live in Eugene, 56% work in Eugene, 13% own a business in Eugene,
and 12% attend school or university in Eugene. This question was optional.

Homeowners and Renters
Overall, 60% of survey respondents own the residence in which they live, 38% rent the residence in
which they live, 2% do not own or rent, and are sheltered, and .1% do not own or rent and are
unsheltered. With Census data showing that more than half of Eugene Community members rent their
homes, the renter perspective is underrepresented in this survey. Additionally, 58% of renters were
under the age of 35 and 88% of homeowners were over the age of 35. This question was optional.
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Age
Overall, .6% of survey respondents are under 17, 7% are between 18-24, 22% are between 25-34, 23%
are between 35-44, 16% are between 45-54, 13% are between 55-64, 15% are between 65-74, and 4%
are over 75. 30% of survey respondents are under the age of 35 and 70% of survey respondents are over
the age of 35. Notably, 1 survey respondent is under 12 and 3 are between 12-17. This question was
optional.
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Race and Ethnicity
Overall, 17% of survey respondents identify as Black, Indigenous, and other People of Color (BIPOC) and
83% identifiy as white. With Census data showing that 83% of Eugene community identifies as white,
the survey data generally reflects existing demographics. This question was optional.
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Guiding Values and Principles
The first phase of outreach produced 8 Guiding Values and Principles. The survey asked respondents to
prioritize their top 3 Guiding Values and Principles. The most prioritized Guiding Value and Principle is
“Equity and Access to Housing”, followed by “Housing Options of All Shapes and Sizes”, and “Vibrant
Neighborhoods”.

Parking
Participants were asked “When someone builds middle housing in these “R-1” zoned areas, how much
space should be dedicated to parking?”. 39% of respondents selected “Allow”, 31% selected
“Encourage”, and 30% selected “Incentivize”. Overall, 61% of survey respondents indicated preference
for the City to require less on-site parking than the minimum standards require.
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Additional Parking Comments
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Minimize parking
If less parking is required, explore
permitting solutions
Safety should be considered
Coordinate with transit
Make future thinking policies
Reduce carbon emissions from cars
Require bicycle parking
Consider alley access and parking

•
•
•
•
•
•

Depends on location
Space for cars should not be prioritized
over space for homes
Allow for a variety of options
Consider incentives for electric vehicles
Concern about heavy use of existing onstreet parking
Consider folks with disabilities

Lot Coverage
Participants were asked “When building new middle housing, how much of the lot should be covered
with homes?”. 17% of respondents selected “Allow”, 41% selected “Encourage”, and 42% selected
“Incentivize”. Overall, 83% of survey respondents indicated preference for the City to allow more lot
coverage than the minimum standards allow.

Additional Lot Coverage comments
•
•
•
•
•
•

Access to green space is important
Some folks don’t want to maintain
yards
Consider families and children
Consider stormwater infrastructure
Smaller yards are a good compromise
Encourage more communal space
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Consider the tree canopy
Provide flexibility and choice
Encourage community gardens
Space for housing is most important
Regulate bulk
Allow taller units as an alternative
Concern over privacy
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Design Standards
Participants were asked “What level of design standards should the City use for middle housing?”. 18%
of respondents selected “Allow”, 42% selected “Encourage”, and 40% selected “Incentivize”. Overall,
82% of survey respondents indicated preference for the City to require fewer design standards for
Middle Housing.

Additional Design Standards comments
•
•
•
•
•

Provide high quality housing
Affordability should be prioritized
Encourage accessibility
Reduce design regulation
Encourage pedestrian-scale design
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Design is subjective
Provide flexibility
Promote creativity
Refrain from restricting style
Concern over neighborhood character
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Overall
Participants were asked “In general, what direction do you feel is best for the Eugene community?”. 17%
of respondents selected “Allow”, 36% selected “Encourage”, and 46% selected “Incentivize”. Overall,
82% of survey respondents indicated preference for the City to go beyond the minimum standards
required by the state for implementation.

Themes
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Go beyond the minimum standards
Focus on equity
Encourage affordability
Increase housing options
Enthusiasm for the project
Continue affordability work past the
Middle Housing project
Consider the relationship between
housing and transportation policies
Promote efficient use of land
Plan for the future
Consider climate goals and
sustainability
Encourage flexibility
Prioritize safety
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Create opportunities for home
ownership
Discourage car-centric development
Avoid sprawl
Promote high quality construction
Act sooner rather than later
Remove code barriers
Overcoming the housing crisis is
paramount
Concern over potential impacts on
existing neighborhoods
Consider infrastructure
Create inclusive neighborhoods
Encourage walkability and transit
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